Sarah is an avid coin collector. Her collection includes rare coins dated between the 19th and 20th centuries. She makes a line plot based on the number of coins she has collected. Read the line plot and answer the questions.

1) How many pennies did she collect in total? ________

2) How many fewer dimes did she collect than half dollars? ________

3) Which denomination makes up the maximum number of coins in her collection? ________

4) How many quarters did she collect in total? ________

5) How many more quarters did she collect than nickels? ________
Sarah is an avid coin collector. Her collection includes rare coins dated between the 19th and 20th centuries. She makes a line plot based on the number of coins she has collected. Read the line plot and answer the questions.

1) How many pennies did she collect in total?  4 pennies

2) How many fewer dimes did she collect than half dollars?  5 coins

3) Which denomination makes up the maximum number of coins in her collection?  Half dollars

4) How many quarters did she collect in total?  6 quarters

5) How many more quarters did she collect than nickels?  2 coins